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A Trio of Nor’easters!
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There is no doubt much
concern about the recent storms we’ve had.
This more recent storm,
dubbed winter storm
Toby, is the fourth
nor’easter in less than 3
weeks! Fortunately, it
wasn’t nearly as bad as
the others and resulted
in a lot less damage.
Many trees however,
were affected by the second and third storm as a
result of winter storm Riley having already weakened much of the trees and branches. We have
been steadily busy with storm cleanup as you can
imagine! If we try to take a proactive approach to
any trees that you think may be susceptible to
storm damage you’ll be more at ease when a big
storm like Riley comes along. Be sure to get those
trees you’ve been eyeing looked at. If you do have
any questionable trees and you want to have them
assessed let us know. We’ll discuss your options
and put a plan in
place! The snow
might be over (we
hope) but it’s a
good idea as the
weather is warming
up to get outside
and take a look
around!

Seasonal Tip

It’s an easy decision to make
the seasonal topic this year the
series of winter storms that
we’ve had. The first half of
March came at us with fury and
lots of tree damage. It became a
challenge simply to navigate to
your destination. It brought
back memories of super storm
Sandy.
Each storm seemed to be a
problem for different tree species. The first heavy snow
brought down lots of pines.
The last storm seemed to hit
magnolias, dogwoods and maples. The pic above is my
magnolia at home.
To manage the tree’s health
after storm damage we first
prune out the broken pieces,
then make good final cuts.
After a season or two we’ll thin
out the sucker growth and the
tree will be fine. Perhaps with
a little more character, though!
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Species Spotlight
One of my favorite heralds of spring is when the Chinese witchazels
come to bloom in late February and early March. This year the one at
my house caught me by surprise and I smelled it before I actually saw it.
They can be that aromatic!
Beyond this plant’s wonderful flowering quite early in our
season, you’ll enjoy its ease of care in your garden. Mine
gets no irrigation and to be honest, most woody plants
want little if any irrigation.

Thoughts...
Spring is the symbol of rebirth! With its arrival causing trees and bushes to grow and
many flowers to produce fresh and colorful blooms! Here are some spring planting trends
for 2018 which can be incorporated into your own gardens. Roses and rhodies are definitely
on the list. Gardeners are transitioning from perennials to a garden style of annuals such as
zinnias, cosmos, petunias and marigolds. Hydrangeas are also on the list with their large
round flower heads and variety of colors. There’s also plants whose foliage is patterned with
dots, swirls and stripes from ferns and Chinese fairy bells to aloes and caladiums. And of
course there’s always peonies, pansies and geraniums. Welcome Spring 2018!!!
Fun fact: More than 6 million people nationwide took up the art of gardening last year with
millennials ages 18-34 accounting for 80 percent of that total! Happy gardening!!!

